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High-Temperature Plasmas in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor

J. D. Strachan, M. Bitter, A. T. Ramsey, M. C. ZarnstorA, V. Arunasalam, M. G. Bell, N. L. Bretz,
R. Budny, C. E.. Bush, ' S. L. Davis, H. F. Dylla, P. C. Efthimion, R. J. Fonck, E. Fredrickson, H. P.
Furth, R. J. Goldston, L. R. Grisham, B. Grek, R. J. Hawryluk, W. W. Heidbrink, H. W. Hendel, '
K. W. Hill, H. Hsuan, K. P. Jaehnig, D. L. Jassby, F. Jobes, D. W. Johnson, L. C. Johnson, R. Kaita,
J. Kamperschroer, R. J. Knize, T. Kozub, H. Kugel, B. LeBlanc, F. Levinton, P. H. La Marche, D. M.
Manos, D. K. Mansfield, K. McGuire, D. H. McNeill, D. M. Meade, S. S. Medley, W. Morris,
D. Mueller, E. B. Nieschmidt, ' D. K. Owens, H. Park, J. Schivell, G. Schilling, G. L. Schmidt, S. D.
Scott, S. Sesnic, J. C. Sinnis, F. J. Stauffer, B. C. Stratton, G. D. Tait, G. Taylor, H. H. Towner,
M. Ulrickson, S. von Goeler, R. Wieland, M. D. Williams, K-L. Wong, S. Yoshikawa, K. M. Young, and

S. J. Zweben

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton Unii. ersity, Princeton, New Jersey 08544
(Received 26 November 1986)

Neutral-beam heating of Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor in the plasmas at low preinjection densities
[n, (0) =10'9 m 3] was characterized by T, (0) =6.5 keV, T;(0) =20 keV, n, (0) =7X10' m

rp =170 msec, Pe=2, and a d(d, n) He neutron emission rate of 10' sec '. The ion temperature and
the deuterium-fusion neutron yields were significantly higher than for previous tokamak experiments.
The low initial densities were achieved by operation of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor with low plas-
ma currents ( ~ 1 MA) and by extensive limiter conditioning.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Gj, 28.50.Re, 52.55.Fa

One goal of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR) experiment ' is the attainment of "scientific
breakeven, " which occurs when the fusion power equals
the power used to heat the plasma, gd, =1. Recently,
TFTR neutral-beam heating experiments, at low initial
plasma density, have produced plasmas that project to

gd, =0.25, or about three times better than achieved
previously. This paper reports the parameters and
characteristics of the TFTR plasmas in this new regime.

For the experiments reported here, the TFTR device
was operated with a plasma major radius of 2.45 to 2.50
m, minor radius of 0.8 to 0.83 rn, plasma current of 0.6
to 1 MA, toroidal magnetic field of 4.0 to 5.2 T, and
deuterium neutral-beam injection into deuterium plas-
mas. The neutral beams supplied 0.5-sec pulses of
beam power up to 15 MW at energies up to 105 keV for
the full-energy component. The beams provided about
equal particle flux in the full-, half-, and third-energy
components. Three of the beam lines were aimed co-
tangentially (beam current in the direction of the plasma
current) and one beam line was counter tangential. Up
to 5.8 MW of counter beam power has been available.
These experiments were the first that applied balanced
beam power to the low-density [n, (0) ( 10' m ] ener-
getic ion plasmas.

During the beam heating, the gross energy confine-
ment times in the new regime (rE up to 170 msec) were
comparable to those previously obtained with 2.2-MA
beam-heated plasmas and were up to 3 times higher than
predicted by L-mode scaling (rE~I/Pb' ) The central.
electron temperature (6.5 keV) is the highest obtained
thus far on TFTR. The T, profile had a broad central

region (full width at half maximum of up to the minor
radius) and a large outward Shafranov shift (about
the minor radius). The central electron density was —7

&& 10' m, resulting in n, (0) r~ —10' m sec. Both
the central ion temperature (~20 keV) and the total
D(d, n) He fusion-neutron emission rate (~10' sec ')
are the highest yet produced in a tokamak.

The time evolution of a 1.0-MA, 5.2-T plasma with a
particularly high central electron temperature is shown
in Fig. 1. The neutral-beam power was 15 M W, of
which 5.5 MW was in the counter beams. The total en-
ergy content, estimated from the diamagnetic signal and
the vertical magnetic field required to maintain the equi-
librium, rose throughout the beam-heating pulse to
about 2.2 MJ (a poloidal beta of 2.0). The increase in
stored energy, dW/dt, comprised approximately 10% of
the input beam power at the end of the injection period
[Fig. 1(b)]. The Ohmic power was in the range of a few
percent of the input beam power. The gross-energy
confinement time [W/(PNa+ PoH —dW/dt ) ] was
170+ 10 msec and was approximately constant from
4. 15 to 4.5 sec. The magnetic measurements can be used
to indicate the pressure anisotropy. For this calculation,
the plasma internal inductance was interpolated from the
Ohmic values. The anisotropy was high at the begin-
ning of the beam injection while the density was low and
the beam ions were important in the total energy con-
tent. By the end of the beam injection, the line-averaged
density has nearly tripled and the pressure was nearly
i sot ropic.

The peak electron temperature (Fig. 1) was about 5
keV during the initial Ohmic phase, dropped initially at
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FIG. l. Evolution of a 1.0-MA, 5.2-T TFTR plasma (No. 22984) with 15 MW of Do D+ neutral-beam heating. The ratio of
parallel to perpendicular pressure, pii/p&, the total energy content, W, and the power consumed to increase the energy content,
dW/dt, are derived from the diamagnetic and the vertical magnetic field signals (Ref. 7). The 50-msec reduction in beam power at
4.2 sec was a temporary fault in one of the co-beam sources.

the application of the beams, rose slowly to about 6.5
keV, and rose to about 7 keV 70 msec after the neutral
beams were turned oA. On Princeton Large Torus the
initial electron temperature drop and the thermal bloom
were attributed to the heat capacity of the cold electrons
deposited into the plasma by the beams. The central ion
temperature was about 22 keV (Fig. I) as determined by
the Doppler broadening of the FeXXV K, line. This line
was observed at a vertical chord at 2.95 m major radius.
The t; time evolution shown in Fig. 1 is aA'ected by the
shift of the plasma center into the detector line of sight.
Similar ion temperatures were measured from the
Doppler broadening of FeXXIv and NiXXVI lines. At
present, measurements have not been made of the deute-
ron ion temperature. Estimates similar to those done for
Princeton Large Torus indicate that the impurity ion
temperature may have been about 1.5 keV higher than
that of the deuterons as a result of direct beam heating
of the impurity species. During beam heating, Z,~ was
about 3 as determined by the soft x-ray emission, and the
dominant impurity was carbon. ' The d(d, n) He neu-
tron emission rose continuously to about 9.5&10' sec
peak emission level. This yield has been calculated from
codes like those in Mirin and Jassby" to result from
about 50% beam-target, 25% beam-beam, and 25/o ther-
monuclear reactions.

The new plasma regime is characterized by substantial
changes in the temperature and density profiles, and by
large outward shifts (Fig. 2) caused by the high poloidal

beta. The time evolution of T„ from electron cyclotron-
ernission measurements, indicates that the outward shift
and broad electron-temperature profile developed early
in the beam-heating phase and that the broad central re-
gion had a rising temperature throughout the beam
duration. The peak electron temperature was 6.5 keV
for the plasma in Figs. 1 and 2, as measured by either
the Thomason scattering (TVTS) ' or electron cyclo-
tron-emission heterodyne-radiometer ' diagnostics and
was 7.5 keV as measured by the electron cyclotron-
em ission M ichelson inter ferometer. ' The electron-
density profile was strongly peaked as measured by both
the TVTS system and the nine-channel infrared inter-
ferometer (MIRI). The MIRI measurement often indi-
cated a higher density at the inside plasma edge near the
inner-wall limiter, as if there were a density concentra-
tion above or below the horizontal midplane (and there-
fore out of the Thomas-scattering laser sight line). The
diA'erence between the central densities as determined by
the two diagnostics is thought to be due to the Abel in-
version of a density profile as narrow as the MIRI chor-
dal spacing. The TVTS density is believed to be more
accurate in the central region. The time evolution of the
inverted interferometer data indicates that the central
density was rising at about a constant rate throughout
the 0.5-sec beam pulse, apparently fueled by the beam
ions. More peaked density profiles were characteristic of
plasmas with better confinement times in this regime. '

Limiter conditioning and the co-/counter-beam bal-
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FIG. 3. Energy confinement time as a function of injected
neutral-beam power for 0.8-MA, 4.8-T plasmas. The error
bars represent the uncertainties in the magnetic measurements
of the stored energy. The data points without error bars have
similar uncertainties. The unconditioned data points were
identified as plasmas obtained just prior to conditioning se-
quences and the data points with MHD activity were identified

by the magnitude of the Mirnov oscillation.
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FIG. 2. Profiles for the same plasma as in Fig. l where the
Thomson scattering measurements of T, (r) and n, (r) at 4.45
sec are presented by the error bars. (a) The curves are
electron-cyclotron emission measurements of T, (r). (b) The
curves are Abel-inverted interferometer measurements of
n, (r)

ance are important parameters for optimization of the
new plasma regime. Often, 1.4-MA helium Ohmic plas-
mas were run for limiter conditioning purposes prior to
these TFTR experiments. The exact efTect of the limiter
conditioning upon the plasma behavior is difficult to
determine, although deuterium spectroscopic measure-
ments do indicate that deuterium recycling was reduced
after the helium Ohmic plasmas. Operationally, the lim-

iter conditioning meant that lower plasma densities could
be obtained at a fixed plasma current. The new plasma
regime was first obtained with the TFTR movable lim-

iter which is a top-bottom pair of graphite blades at one
toroidal location. At power levels of 10-12 MW, the
heating of the movable limiter was high, and so the
TFTR inner-wall limiter (toroidally symmetric graphite
inner wall) was conditioned' and the new regime was
also obtained with it. Apparently, the specific limiter
configuration and location of particle recycling were not
of prime importance for obtaining better plasmas.

There was some variability in the plasma behavior
(e.g. , 50% variation in the energy confinement times oc-
curred) which correlated with the influence of the limiter

conditioning, the co-/counter-beam balance, and/or the
amount of MHD activity, where low levels correlated
with better confinement. Large MHD fluctuations have
been observed in plasmas where the confinement degrad-
ed in time through the beam heating. The fluctuations
had coherent low-m-number modes ( z or —', ) with fre-
quencies (10-60 kHz) consistent with the measured
toroidal rotation velocities. ' Plasmas with the largest
confinement times did not have coherent MHD modes or
sawtooth MHD oscillations during the beam heating.
For example, the plasma in Fig. 1 had 20-msec period
sawtooth activity before the beam heating, which disap-
peared entirely for the 0.5-sec beam duration and reap-
peared about 0.25 sec after the beams were turned off.

The correlation of the gross energy confinement time
with limiter conditioning, the M H D activity, and the
co-/counter-beam injection balance can be seen in Fig. 3,
where the best confinement times were achieved with
more nearly balanced injection. Apparently a continu-
ous range of confinement times occurred, in contrast to
the discrete change in confinement that characterized the
asymmetric divertor experiment 0-mode transition. '

The best confinement times for nearly balanced injection
were independent of beam power, whereas the best
confinement times for only coinjection exhibited a degra-
dation with beam power similar to that predicted by I-
mode scaling while still exceeding the L mode by a factor
of 2. The scaling of the confinement with plasma current
has not yet been established although no strong variation
exists between 0.8 and 1 MA. The operational range
was limited at low plasma current (at high beam power)
by disruptions and at high current by reduced
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confinement. '

In summary, a new plasma regime has been observed
in TFTR low-density beam-heated plasmas. It occurred
with nearly balanced beam injection, at low plasma
currents, after conditioning plasmas had removed deu-
terium from the limiter. These plasmas had high tem-
peratures and high deuterium-fusion yields. Assuming
that the same plasma-target densities could be achieved
with tritium as were achieved with deuterium, the
beam-target d(t, n)ct fusion power would be 3 to 4 MW
(a fusion multiplication gd, —0.25). The present results
extrapolate to Qd, ~ 0.5 for the case of the forthcoming
120-kV beams. Further improvement is possible if the
plasma impurity content can be significantly reduced.
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